Loop Quantum Cosmology is an appealing quantum completion of classical cosmology, which brings along various theoretical features which in many cases offer remedy or modify various classical cosmology aspects. In this paper we address the gravitational baryogenesis mechanism in the context of Loop Quantum Cosmology. As we demonstrate, when Loop Quantum Cosmology effects are taken into account in the resulting Friedmann equations for a flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker Universe, then even for a radiation dominated Universe, the predicted baryon-to-entropy ratio from the gravitational baryogenesis mechanism is non-zero, in contrast to the Einstein-Hilbert case, in which case the baryon-to-entropy ratio is zero. We also discuss various other cases apart from the radiation domination case, and we discuss how the baryon-to-entropy ratio is affected from the parameters of the quantum theory. In addition, we use illustrative exact solutions of Loop Quantum Cosmology and we investigate under which circumstances the baryon-to-entropy ratio can be compatible with the observational constraints.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the toughest goals in theoretical physics is to find the quantum gravity theory that is responsible for all interactions in nature, and also will provide the most theoretically correct cosmological description for our Universe's evolution. This ultimate quantum gravitational cosmology will amend all the theoretical inconsistencies of modern cosmology, and also will provide a unified description for all the evolution eras of our Universe. In this research line, Loop Quantum Cosmology (LQC) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] provides a quite appealing theoretical framework for cosmology, since many theoretical problems, like the occurrence of finite time singularities, find a consistent remedy in the context of LQC. For the most recent developments of LQC, see Refs. and references therein.
In this paper the focus is on the gravitational baryogenesis mechanism in the context of LQC, and we aim to highlight the differences between the quantum and ordinary cosmology results. The gravitational baryogenesis mechanism [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] was proposed about a decade ago in Ref. [30] , in order to address one of the most fundamental unsolved problems in theoretical physics, which is the observed excess of matter over antimatter in the observable Universe. This excess is confirmed by Cosmic Microwave Background observations [41] and also the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis predicts such an excess of matter over antimatter [42] . The gravitational baryogenesis mechanism is based on the presence of a CP-violating interaction term, and this is actually in accordance to one of the Sakharov criteria [43] which describe the necessary conditions for the generation of the baryon-anti-baryon asymmetry in the observed Universe. The baryon asymmetry gravitational baryogenesis term used in [30] , is of the form,
and such a term can be justified by the presence of higher-order interactions which govern the fundamental gravitational theory [30] . The parameter M * is the cutoff scale of the underlying effective gravitational theory, the current J µ is the baryonic matter current and finally g and R are the determinant of the metric g µν and the Ricci scalar of the theory. In the case of Einstein-Hilbert gravity, if the background metric is a flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) metric, then the resulting baryon-to-entropy ratio η B /s in the case of a radiation dominated Universe, is zero, and therefore at the early stages of the Universe's evolution there is no baryon asymmetry generated by the gravitational baryogenesis mechanism. However, as we show in this work, if LQC effects are taken into account, the baryon-to-entropy ratio is non-zero, even in the radiation dominated case. We aim to explicitly find the general expression for the predicted baryon-to-entropy ratio in LQC, and also we investigate in detail the case for which the resulting baryon-to-entropy ratio can be compatible with the observational constraint η B /s < 9 × 10 −11 . To this end we shall consider various well known cosmologies resulting from LQC considerations, and we thoroughly analyze these, in the context of the gravitational baryogenesis mechanism. This paper is organized as follows: In section II, we present the essential information on LQC, and we investigate how the gravitational baryogenesis mechanism is different in the context of LQC, in comparison to the Einstein-Hilbert case. In section III we study in detail the cases in which the resulting baryon-to-entropy ratio can be compatible with the observational data. Finally, the conclusions follow in the end of the paper.
II. LQC ESSENTIALS AND GRAVITATIONAL BARYOGENESIS IN LQC
Before we proceed to the main goal of this paper, the calculation of the baryon-to-entropy ratio in the context of LQC, it is useful to recall some essential features of LQC. In the following we shall assume that the metric is a flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker FRW metric, with line element,
with a(t) being the scale factor. Following the literature [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , the theoretical framework of LQC is based on an effective Hamiltonian which describes the quantum aspects of the Universe, with the Hamiltonian being equal to,
with γ, λ, and V being the Barbero-Immirzi parameter, a parameter with dimensions of length and the volume V = a(t) 3 , respectively, where a(t) is the scale factor of the Universe. In addition, ρ in Eq. (3) denotes the energy density of the matter fluids present. In LQC, the Hamiltonian constraint H LQC = 0, yields the following relation,
and moreover, by using the anti-commutation identity,
we arrive at the holonomy corrected Friedmann equation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] ,
The effective energy density satisfies the continuity equation,
with P (t) being the total effective pressure of the matter fluid corresponding to the energy density ρ. By differentiating the holonomy corrected Friedman equation (6) with respect to the cosmic time t, and by using the continuity equation (7), we easily arrive at the following differential equation,
The equations (6) and (8) will prove useful, since these can be combined to yield the Ricci scalar R = 12H 2 + 6Ḣ in the flat FRW background. Before we proceed, we need to note that the LQC equations become identical to the classical equations if the limit ρ c → ∞ is taken, since the parameter ρ c quantifies the quantum effects of the theory. Indeed, in the limit ρ c → ∞, the equations (6) and (8) become equal to,
which are the classical equations of motion for an Einstein-Hilbert gravity in a FRW background. The baryon-to-entropy ratio for the gravitational baryogenesis term of Eq. (1) reads [30] ,
where T D is the decoupling temperature. Therefore a crucial element in the calculation of the baryon-to-entropy ratio in the context of gravitational baryogenesis, is to find the derivative of the Ricci scalar. In the following we shall assume that the matter content of the Universe is a perfect fluid with constant equation of state parameter w, pressure P and energy density ρ, which are related as P = wρ. In the Einstein-Hilbert case, the Ricci scalar can be easily deduced by using the Einstein equations, and it is equal to,
where
and M p is the Planck mass. The baryon-to-entropy ratio is determined by the derivative of the Ricci scalarṘ, which in the Einstein-Hilbert case is,Ṙ
and hence it is easy to see that in the case of a radiation dominated Universe, in which case the equation of state parameter is w = 1/3, the derivative of the Ricci scalar is zero, and therefore, the resulting baryon-to-entropy ratio is zero.
Let us now investigate the LQC case, and by combining Eqs. (6) and (8), the Ricci scalar R = 12H 2 + 6Ḣ, reads,
Before we proceed let us discuss two important features of the LQC Ricci scalar (13) , firstly that it contains the classical limit, which is quantified in the first term, since this is identical to that of Eq. (11). Secondly, in the limit ρ c → ∞, the second term in Eq. (13) vanishes, so the theory becomes classical. Now let us proceed to demonstrate the differences between the LQC and the classical case by comparing the resulting baryon-to-entropy ratio in the LQC case, which is determined byṘ, which is,Ṙ
It can be easily seen from Eq. (14) that even for a radiation dominated Universe with w = 1/3, the resulting baryonto-entropy ratio is non-zero, and this is due to the existence of the second term in the LQC Ricci scalar of Eq. (13), which captures the quantum effects of the theory. Hence, what we demonstrated so far is that the quantum holonomy effects of LQC, make the baryon-to-entropy ratio non-zero, a result which is different in comparison to the Einstein-Hilbert one, always in the context of the gravitational baryogenesis mechanism. It is conceivable that in the limit where the quantum effects vanish, that is when ρ c → ∞, the two cases yield a zero baryon-to-entropy ratio, as it is expected. In the next section we quantify our results by using several well known cosmologies of LQC, and we investigate under which circumstances the results can be compatible with the observational constraints.
III. EXAMPLES OF GRAVITATIONAL BARYOGENESIS FOR LQC COSMOLOGIES
In the context of LQC, the most well known examples of cosmologies are those corresponding to a perfect fluid with equation of state P = wρ. In this case, by solving the equation of motion of LQC (6) in view of the continuity equation (7), with P = wρ, the resulting scale factor is,
while the corresponding Hubble rate is,
The cosmology described by the scale factor (15) is very well known in the literature since it describes a non-singular bounce, see for example [14, [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] for the w = 0 case, which is the matter bounce scenario, and also Refs. [50, 51] for the radiation bounce scenario. In addition, the energy density as a function of the cosmic time reads,
where we normalized the energy density to be equal to ρ(0) = ρ c at t = 0. Assuming that the Universe evolves in a way so that it passes through states of thermal equilibrium (quasi-static thermal equilibrium), the total energy density as a function of the temperature is,
We can easily find the decoupling time t D as a function of the decoupling temperature T D , by combining Eqs. (17) and (18), and the result is,
From Eq. (19) we can see that the parameter ρ c is constrained to satisfy the inequality 30ρ c > π
D , so it must be at least four orders larger in comparison to the decoupling temperature. By using Eq. (17) and substituting in Eq. (14), we find that the termṘ as a function of the cosmic time is,
so by using Eq. (19), the termṘ as a function of the decoupling temperature is,
Notice the minus sign appearing in Eq. (21) which is important since the resulting baryon-to-entropy (10) should be positive. By substitutingṘ from Eq. (21) in Eq. (10), the final expression for the baryon-to-entropy ratio of a LQC perfect fluid with P = wρ, is equal to,
Let us now investigate under which circumstances the resulting baryon to entropy ratio can be compatible with the theoretical bound n B /s 9 × 10 −11 . We shall assume Planck units for simplicity, and we choose the cutoff scale M * is equal to M * = 10
12 GeV, and also that the decoupling temperature is T D = M I = 2 × 10 16 GeV, where M I is the upper bound for tensor-mode fluctuations constraints on the inflationary scale. Also we assume that, g b ≃ O(1) and also that g * = 106 which is the total number of the effectively massless particles in the early Universe. Finally, we assume that ρ c ≃ 10
76 GeV 4 and we can vary the effective equation of state parameter w, to obtain various interesting limiting cases. For example, when w = 1/3, we have the radiation dominated Universe, in which case the baryon-to-entropy ratio predicted by gravitational baryogenesis (22) becomes approximately equal to n B /s ≃ 4.75583 × 10 −11 , which is compatible with the observational bounds. Also by choosing w = 0, which corresponds to the matter dominated epoch, the resulting baryon-to-entropy ratio is n B /s ≃ 1.78331 × 10 −11 , which is again compatible with the observational bounds. Consider now a quintessential fluid with w < 0. It can be shown that when w is approximately smaller than w −0.335, the resulting baryon-to-entropy ratio is negative, therefore these cases have no physical interest. In Fig. 1 , we plot the baryon-to-entropy ratio n B /s as a function of the effective equation of state parameter w, for
, with w taking values −0.9 ≤ w ≤ 1. The horizontal line corresponds to the observational bound 9 × 10 −11 . It can be seen that depending on the value of w, the results are quite different, other being un-physical, and other results compatible with observational constraints. Before closing we need to note that the resulting baryon-to-entropy ratio crucially depends on the parameter ρ c , which for consistency has to be roughly larger than the fourth power of the decoupling temperature, that is ρ c > T 4 D . In order to see how the baryon-to-entropy ratio behaves as a function of the critical density parameter ρ c , in Fig. 2 we plotted the behavior of the baryon-to-entropy ratio as a function of ρ c , for M * = 10
12 GeV, g b ≃ O(1), g * = 106, for a radiation dominated Universe, so for w = 1/3. The left plot corresponds to T D = 2 × 10 16 GeV, while the right plot corresponds to T D = 2 × 10 11 GeV. As it can be seen, as the decoupling temperature gets lower values, the baryon-to-entropy ratio gets the observationally accepted values, for lower values of the parameter ρ c . 
FIG. 2:
The baryon-to-entropy ratio nB/s as a function of the parameter ρc for M * = 10 12 GeV, g b ≃ O(1), g * = 106, for a radiation dominated Universe, so with w = 1/3. The left plot corresponds to TD = 2 × 10 16 GeV, while the right plot corresponds to TD = 2 × 10 11 GeV.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we investigated the effects of LQC originating holonomy corrections on the gravitational baryogenesis mechanism. Particularly, we calculated the baryon-to-entropy ratio for a LQC governed FRW Universe, in the context of the gravitational baryogenesis mechanism, in which case the termṘ is involved in the calculation. The most sound result of our work is the fact that even in the case of a radiation perfect fluid controlling the evolution, the baryonto-entropy ratio is non-zero, which is in contrast to the Einstein-Hilbert case, where the baryon-to-entropy ratio is zero. Therefore, if the gravitational baryogenesis mechanism is considered a viable baryon asymmetry generating mechanism, the LQC effects drastically affect the amount of baryon asymmetry in the early Universe. We used quite well-known cosmological evolutions which are solutions to the holonomy corrected FRW equations in order to quantify our results and to investigate when concordance with the observational bounds can be achieved. Particularly, we used several bouncing cosmologies, like the matter bounce and the radiation bounce, and we examined under which conditions the observational bounds are respected. As we showed, the observational bounds on the baryon-to-entropy ratio are well respected by suitably adjusting the parameters, and as a comment we need to note that in order for the resulting picture to be considered viable, the critical density parameter must be larger than the fourth power of the decoupling temperature, that is ρ c T 4 D . Finally, let us note that we used the most frequent holonomy-corrected FRW equations existing in the literature, however there exist various non-trivial extensions of the holonomy effects we used for our study, like for example the ones appearing in Ref. [7] . In principle one could add a thorough study on these cases too, but we expect that the qualitative results will be the same, so a non-zero baryon-to-entropy ratio should occur in these cases too.
